
Light Picnic area  

The HOA would like to clarify the rules and arrangements regarding the picnic area alongside the 

Berg River on the Northern side of the Estate. When we evaluate the extent of the picnic area 

facilities, we need to keep in mind that this area was never formally specified in the original Val de 

Vie site development plan as a “picnic area” or “recreational area” with ablutions and braai’s, as that 

land always formed part of the farm and it is located under the flood lines. However, with the 

servitude right of way that the home owners do have on the road along the river, it made sense to 

add a “contemplation area” or “light picnic area”, where pedestrians can relax momentarily on the 

water’s edge. The trustees therefore negotiated with the land owner to grant us permission to 

create and maintain a light picnic spot and use it under certain conditions. 

We would therefore like to bring the following to your attention:  

Parking: 

                                 

The conditions of the servitude strictly prohibit any motorised vehicles in the picnic area and the 

surrounding green area. There are two designated parking areas within the estate clearly 

demarcated with a sign and white poles.  

Parking Area 1.    

 



 

 

Parking Area 2. 

 

 

Walking Trails:  

Please note that there are specific trails that run from the parking areas to the river as indicated with 

a red line on the map below. Please do not walk over the private erven (SG104 – SG109).  



 

Rules: 

- The picnic area will be accessible between 08h00 and 19h00 

- NO vehicles are allowed near the picnic area; 

- You are prohibited from camping and making a fire in the picnic area; 

- NO animals are allowed in the picnic area; 

- Swimming is allowed, but at own risk; 

 

There are surveillance cameras that monitor this entire area and the HOA will impose the relevant 

fines if a resident fails to adhere to these rules. 

We can open the perimeter gate with the same remote control that we use for the inner lane 

booms. If your remote is not working, you can have it specially programmed by security. 

We thank you for taking the time to read this. 

Kind Regards 

Val de Vie Homeowners’ Association  


